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ABSTRACT

It is recognized that the resolved tropical wave spectrum can vary considerably among general circulation
models (GCMs) and that these differences can have an important impact on the simulated climate. A compre-
hensive comparison of low-latitude waves is presented for the December–January–February period using high-
frequency data from nine GCMs participating in the GCM Reality Intercomparison Project for Stratospheric
Processes and Their Role in Climate (GRIPS; SPARC). Quantitative measures of the wavenumber-frequency
structure of resolved waves and their impacts on the zonal mean circulation are given. Space–time spectral
analysis reveals that the wave spectrum throughout the middle atmosphere is linked to the variability of convective
precipitation, which is determined by the parameterized convection. The variability of the precipitation spectrum
differs by more than an order of magnitude among the models, with additional changes in the spectral distribution
(especially the frequency). These differences can be explained primarily by the choice of different cumulus
parameterizations: quasi-equilibrium mass-flux schemes tend to produce small variability, while the moist-
convective adjustment scheme is the most active. Comparison with observational estimates of precipitation
variability suggests that the model values are scattered around the observational estimates. Among the models,
only those that produce the largest precipitation variability can reproduce the equatorial quasi-biennial oscillation
(QBO). This implies that in the real atmosphere, the forcing from the waves, which are resolvable with the
typical resolutions of present-day GCMs, is insufficient to drive the QBO. Parameterized cumulus convection
also impacts the nonmigrating tides in the equatorial region. In most of the models, momentum transport by
diurnal nonmigrating tides in the mesosphere is comparable to or larger than that by planetary-scale Kelvin
waves, being more significant than has been thought. It is shown that the westerly accelerations in the equatorial
semi-annual oscillation in the models examined are driven mainly by gravity waves with periods shorter than
3 days, with some contribution from parameterized gravity waves, and that the contribution from the wavenumber-
1 Kelvin waves is negligible. These results provide a state-of-the-art assessment of the links between convective
parameterizations and middle-atmospheric waves in present-day middle-atmosphere climate models.

1. Introduction

Vertically propagating waves from the troposphere
play important roles in the equatorial middle atmo-
sphere. The horizontal momentum they carry is depos-
ited as they are damped in the middle atmosphere, pro-
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viding the forcing of the low-frequency oscillations: the
quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) in the lower and mid-
dle stratosphere (e.g., Baldwin et al. 2000), and the
semiannual oscillation (SAO) in the upper stratosphere
and mesosphere (e.g., Holton 1975; Holton and Wehr-
bein 1980). As discussed below, many studies have iso-
lated waves in the equatorial middle atmosphere of gen-
eral circulation models (GCMs) and shown that these
waves play a role in forcing the simulated climates.
However, the temporal and spatial structure of these
waves can differ among models. While this point is
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important when interpreting GCM simulations, the dif-
ferences among present-day models have not been char-
acterized in any detail. To investigate them requires a
careful comparison of high-frequency output from many
models. Here we present the results of such a study.

The waves observed in the equatorial middle atmo-
sphere have a wide variety of horizontal scales (see
Baldwin et al. 2000 for review). These range from plan-
etary-scale Kelvin waves and synoptic-scale mixed
Rossby–gravity waves, down to mesoscale gravity
waves with spatial scales of O(1000) to O(10) km. It is
now widely supposed that most of these waves are ex-
cited in the troposphere, mainly through cumulus con-
vection. Even though each convective tower has a hor-
izontal scale of O(1) to O(10) km, cumulus convection
can excite a broad spectrum of waves, because of its
organization over various horizontal distances, ranging
from the mesoscale to the planetary scale.

There are currently insufficient observations to de-
termine the horizontal wavelengths that dominate the
forcing of he QBO and SAO. The early model of Holton
and Lindzen (1972) supposed that the QBO was driven
mainly by planetary-scale Kelvin waves and Rossby–
gravity waves, but it is now believed that a significant
portion of the forcing is due to gravity waves with wave-
lengths on the order of a thousand kilometres (Dunk-
erton 1997). However, it is still an open question wheth-
er even smaller-scale gravity waves play a key role in
the forcing of the QBO; if this is the case, a significant
portion of the QBO forcing must come from gravity
waves of subgrid-scale in the typical resolutions of
GCMs used for multiyear simulations of the middle-
atmosphere climate system. The situation is quite similar
for the SAO. At first, planetary-scale Kelvin waves were
supposed to drive the westerly phase of the SAO (Holton
1975), but their forcing was reported to be insufficient
(Hitchman and Leovy 1988). Furthermore, Ray et al.
(1998) suggested that the westerly forcing by waves
with wavelength down to a few thousand kilometers is
not sufficient. The relative contribution of various scales
of waves to the forcing of the SAO is still an open
question.

Since the QBO impacts the entire middle atmosphere
and dominates tropical variability, its representation is
an important requirement in climate models. However,
the QBO has been simulated in only a few GCMs, and
the roles of resolved and parameterized waves remain
unclear. In some simulations, the QBO was forced solely
by resolved waves (Takahashi 1996, 1999; Horinouchi
and Yoden 1998, hereafter HY98; Hamilton et al. 2001),
while in others parameterized gravity waves account for
a substantial part of the QBO forcing (Scaife et al. 2000;
Giorgetta et al. 2002). In contrast, most GCMs with
adequate vertical extent do simulate an SAO signal. This
is because the easterly phase of the SAO is largely driv-
en by interhemispheric transport of angular momentum
during the solsticial seasons (Holton and Wehrbein
1980). Simulated SAOs differ significantly among

GCMs and are often not realistic (e.g., Amodei et al.
2001). An exception is the model described by Med-
vedev and Klaassen (2001), which does produce a rather
realistic SAO.

In GCMs, diabatic heating and cooling due to cu-
mulus parameterization are the dominant source of re-
solved waves in the equatorial region. The simulations
mentioned above in which the QBO is driven solely by
resolved waves used the moist convective adjustment
scheme to represent the effects of cumulus convection.
Recently, Ricciardulli and Garcia (2000) examined the
variability of diabatic heating due to parameterized cu-
mulus convection in the National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate Model
3 (CCM3). They showed that the variability produced
by the standard convective parameterization of the mod-
el, the Zhang and McFarlane (1995) scheme, is much
smaller than that obtained by HY98, who used the moist
convective adjustment scheme. Accordingly, the mo-
mentum flux inferred from convection is smaller with
the standard scheme.

The diurnal cycle of tropospheric latent heating due
to cumulus convection excites atmospheric tides (Lind-
zen 1978; Hamilton 1981). Although radiative heating
is the dominant source of migrating tides, latent heating
contributes significantly to the excitation of nonmi-
grating tides (Tokioka and Yagai 1987; Williams and
Avery 1996; Hagan et al. 1997). Idealized and general
circulation models have been used to study the impacts
of the tides on the zonal momentum budget, and it has
been shown that they are important in the lower ther-
mosphere (e.g., Miyahara et al. 1993), and that they
may play some role in the upper mesosphere.

The present study examines convectively forced
waves in middle-atmospheric GCMs. A number of such
models have been used to study the middle-atmospheric
processes and climate. Complete evaluation of our abil-
ity to simulate the atmosphere requires comprehensive
comparison of various aspects of the GCMs. For this
purpose, the project Stratospheric Processes and Their
Role in Climate (SPARC) initiated an initiative GCM
Reality Intercomparison Project for SPARC (GRIPS;
Pawson et al. 2000). The present study was conducted
within GRIPS, and its purpose is to investigate resolved
waves in the equatorial region of various GCMs. The
following specific issues are investigated.

• How can the various kinds of resolved waves in the
equatorial middle atmosphere of currently used GCMs
be quantified?

• How and to what extent do the waves differ among
the GCMs?

• How do the results compare with observations?
• How can the difference be explained in terms of the

choice of model components and their settings?
• How does the difference affect simulated mean flow?

The present study will be useful to study subgrid-
scale gravity wave parameterizations, since parameter-
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TABLE 1. Models used in the study.

Model Acronym Group Reference

MRI/JMA98 MRI Meteorological Research Institute
and Japan Meteorological Agen-
cy, Japan

Shibata et al. (1999)

FUB FUB Freie Universität Berlin, Germany Pawson et al. (1998); Langematz
(2000)

MA-ECHAM4 ECHAM Max-Planck-Institut, Hamburg, Ger-
many

Manzini et al. (1997)

UKMO UKMO Met Office, Bracknell, United
Kingdom

Cullen (1993); Scaife et al. (2000)

MA-CCM3 MACCM NCAR, Boulder, CO Kiehl et al. (1998); Williamson and
Olson (1994)

CMAM CMAM Canada Beagley et al. (1997)
FV-CCM3 FVCCM NCAR and National Aeronautic

and Space Administration
(NASA) Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, MD

Kiehl et al. (1998); Lin (1997)

SKYHI (N30L40) SKYHI-LR Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labo-
ratory (GFDL), Princeton, NJ

Hamilton et al. (1995)

SKYHI (N45L80) SKYHI-HR GFDL, Princeton, NJ Hamilton et al. (2001)
AGCM5-HY98 AGCM GFD Dennou Club, Japan HY98 (experimental aquaplanet)

TABLE 2. Summary of grid specification of the models. Here, T21, for example, represents the triangular truncation at wavenumber 21.

Model Formulation
Horizontal
resolution

No. of
levels

Top
(hPa)

Dz (km) in
lower stratosphere

MRI
FUB
ECHAM
UKMO
MACCM

Spectral
Spectral
Spectral
Grid
Semi-Lagrangian

T42
T21
T42
3.758 3 2.58
T42

45
34
39
55
54

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

2
2–3

1.7–2.3
1.3

1.1–1.5
CMAM
FVCCM
SKYHI-LR
SKYHI-HR
AGCM

Spectral
Finite volume
Grid
Grid
Spectral

T32
2.58 3 28
3.68 3 38
2.48 3 28
T42

50
54
40
80
40

0.001
0.01
0.01
0.01
1

1.7–2.3
1.1–1.5
1.6–2
0.8–1

0.7

ized waves work together with resolved waves. This
study will also be useful to improve convective param-
eterizations, since a good deal of investigation is made
regarding their characteristics to excite waves, which is
found to be important for the climate modeling.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
models used are summarized in section 2. Results are
shown in section 3, and conclusions are drawn in section
4. The spectral method used in the study is described
in appendix A, and a discussion on cumulus parame-
terizations in terms of wave excitation is made in ap-
pendix B.

2. Models

The GCMs used in this study are listed in Table 1.
They will be referred to by the acronyms in the table.
Several of these have been further developed since the
initial GRIPS comparison of the mean states (Pawson
et al. 2000). Data collection for this study began in 1998,
so the most recent versions of all models are not used,
but this does not impact the conclusions of the work.
Unlike other models, the atmospheric general circula-

tion model 5 (AGCM) was run with an experimental
aquaplanet setting (HY98).

Table 2 shows specification of the model grids. Many
of them are spectral with triangular truncation, typically
with the T42 resolution. The Middle Atmosphere Com-
munity Climate Model (MACCM) uses a semi-Lagrang-
ian dynamical core based on the spectral grid (William-
son and Olson 1994), and the Finite Volume Community
Climate Model (FVCCM) uses a dynamical core based
on the finite-volume method (Lin and Rood 1997; Lin
1997). The Met Office model (UKMO) and SKYHI use
gridpoint methods. Both in terms of horizontal and ver-
tical resolutions, the coarsest among the models is the
Freie Universität Berlin model (FUB), and the finest is
SKYHI-HR.

Table 3 briefly summarizes physical parameteriza-
tions in the models and some other information. Of
particular interest among many kinds of parameteriza-
tions is the cumulus parameterization. The AGCM and
SKYHI models use the moist convective adjustment
(MCA) scheme (Manabe et al. 1965); the MRI model
has the Arakawa–Schubert scheme (Arakawa and Schu-
bert 1974) with a prognostic closure (see Shibata et al.
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TABLE 3. Summary of physical specification and miscellaneous aspects of the models. See Table B1 for more on
cumulus parameterization.

Model
Cumulus

parameterization
Gravity wave

parameterization
Seasonal and
diurnal cycles

Output
Dt (h)

Has
QBO?

MRI Prognostic Arakawa–
Schubert

Orographic Yes and yes 3 No

FUB Kuo None Yes and yes 3 No
ECHAM Tiedtke/Nordeng Orographic and nonoro-

graphic
Yes and yes 3 No

UKMO Gregory Orographic and nonoro-
graphic

Yes and yes 3 Yes

MACCM ZM Orographic and nonoro-
graphic

Yes and yes 6 No

CMAM ZM Orographic Yes and yes 3 No
FVCCM ZM Orographic Yes and yes 3 No
SKYHI-LR MCA None Yes and no 3 No
SKYHI-HR MCA None Yes and no 3 Yes
AGCM MCA None No and no 3 Yes

1999 for details); FUB has the Kuo (1974) scheme mod-
ified by Tiedtke et al. (1988); ECHAM has the Tiedtke
(1989) scheme modified by Nordeng (1994); UKMO
has the Gregory and Rowntree (1990) scheme (hereafter
Gregory scheme); and MACCM, FVCCM, and the Ca-
nadian Middle Atmosphere model (CMAM) use the
Zhang and McFarlane (1995) scheme (ZM). More de-
tails on the cumulus parameterizations in the models are
presented in appendix B.

With regard to the parameterization of unresolved
gravity waves in the models, there are three cases: with
no parameterization, with the parameterization of oro-
graphic gravity waves, and with the parameterizations
of orographic and nonorographic gravity waves. Since
orographic waves have stationary phase speeds, they do
not force equatorial mean-flow oscillations. It is only
the parameterization of nonorographic waves that is rel-
evant here. All the models except for SKYHI and
AGCM have the diurnal cycle in solar insolation, and
all but AGCM have climatological annual cycles in sea
surface temperature. Sea surface temperature is not uni-
fied among models.

For the GCMs, data between 308S and 308N were
saved every 3 h for a 3-month period of December,
January, and February (Table 3). For AGCM, an arbi-
trary 60-day period was chosen. The physical quantities
collected were zonal and meridional winds, vertical
pressure velocity (Dp/Dt), temperature, and total (con-
vective and large-scale) precipitation rate at the surface.
The rainfall rate was averaged over the 3-h (or 6 h for
MACCM) output time interval, while other quantities
are instantaneous. At levels where the model’s grid was
not a pressure level, the three-dimensional output was
interpolated onto constant pressure surfaces near the
vertical grid points of the model. For most of the models,
data above about 100 hPa were not interpolated, since
they use a pressure-hybrid coordinate. The exceptions
are MRI for which interpolation is made onto the stan-
dard levels and AGCM, which uses the sigma coordi-
nate.

3. Results

a. Mean state

Three of the models (UKMO, SKYHI-HR, and
AGCM) have spontaneous QBO-like oscillations in the
lower stratosphere, as described in the references in Ta-
ble 1. While those in SKYHI-HR and AGCM are driven
by resolved waves, that in UKMO is driven by both
parameterized and resolved waves, with a larger con-
tribution from the former (Scaife et al. 2000). In the
other models, weak easterly zonal-mean winds dominate
the lower stratosphere in the simulations. Unlike SKY-
HI-HR, SKYHI-LR does not have a QBO, since the
vertical resolution is too low (Hamilton et al. 2001).

All models except AGCM have SAOs in the upper
stratosphere and mesosphere. Time–height sections of
the zonal mean zonal wind near the equator is shown
in Fig. 1 for three of the models (MRI, MACCM, and
SKYHI-LR). For other models, only the mean zonal
wind of January is shown on the lower right. The MRI
model has the weakest SAO. The SAO in MACCM
propagates downward too uniformly (later we will show
that it is driven predominantly by parameterized gravity
waves). The SKYHI-LR model (lower left) reproduces
the observed lower-mesospheric amplitude minimum of
the SAO. Generally speaking, however, one cannot ex-
pect to see this separation in GCMs with tops at around
0.01 hPa (below the mesopause). Interestingly, the SAO
in SKYHI-HR (not shown) is less realistic than that in
SKYHI-LR and does not have the separation (see Ham-
ilton et al. 2001). This might be because the QBO-like
oscillation in the lower stratosphere of SKYHI-HR
changes the gravity waves filtered there. In this way,
the modeling of the SAO cannot be separated from that
of the QBO.

Figure 2 shows the horizontal distribution of precip-
itation between 308N and 308S averaged over the De-
cember, January, and February (DJF) period. Also
shown is a 13-yr climatology from the Global Precip-
itation Climatology Project combined satellite–gauge
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FIG. 1. Time–height section of zonal and monthly mean zonal wind averaged between 108N and 108S for selected models (MRI,
MACCM, and SKYHI-LR) and (lower right) its height profile for Jan for other models.

precipitation estimate (Huffman et al. 1997). Figure 3
shows their zonal averages. The realism of the mean
precipitation varies widely among models. For instance,
its distribution in some models is biased heavily toward
the equator (see Numaguti 1993 for its explanation in
terms of the cumulus parameterization).

b. Wavenumber-frequency spectra

In order to investigate the sensitivity of resolved
waves to parameterized cumulus convection, two-di-
mensional, zonal wavenumber-frequency spectra were
calculated from modeled precipitation and dynamical
quantities. See appendix A for the definition of spectra.
Here, precipitation is used to represent vertically inte-
grated diabatic heating due to cumulus convection in
GCMs. To a first approximation, it is a good indicator
of the thermal forcing of vertically propagating waves.

The left panels in Fig. 4 show the results for precip-
itation between 108N and 108S. Here, frequency v is
positive definite, and zonal wavenumber s is positive
(negative) for eastward-propagating (westward propa-
gating) disturbances. The two-dimensional precipitation
spectra are compressed into one-dimensional frequency
spectra in Fig. 5a by integrating with respect to wave-
number. We now examine the spectra in light of the
cumulus schemes. See appendix B for a further discus-
sion.

The overall power of the precipitation in the models
with the MCA scheme (SKYHI, AGCM) is significantly

larger than that with any other cumulus parameterization
(Figs. 4 and 5a). Broad peaks are found between 0.2
and 0.5 cycles per day (cpd) with respect to frequency,
while the power is largest around the highest wavenum-
bers (Fig. 4). Note that these models were run without
the diurnal cycle of solar insolation. The spectrum from
SKYHI-HR (not shown in Fig. 4) is similar to SKYHI-
LR, but the total power is larger than the latter because
of the contribution of the wavenumbers that is not re-
solved in SKYHI-LR (Fig. 5a).

The overall power with the ZM scheme (MACCM,
CMAM, FVCCM) is the smallest. The UKMO model
(with the Gregory scheme) also produces as small power
as the ZM scheme except at high frequencies. In these
four models, the spectra have sharp peaks at the diurnal
frequency and its higher harmonics. Diurnal variations
of convection occur predominantly over continents. The
continuous part of the spectra aside the diurnal fre-
quency and its harmonics show maxima roughly around
0.1 cpd (Fig. 4). Westward-moving components are
slightly stronger than eastward-moving components.

The overall power of precipitation with the prognostic
Arakawa–Schubert scheme (MRI), Kuo scheme (FUB),
and Tiedtke/Nordeng scheme (ECHAM) are in between
the maximum (with the MCA scheme) and minimum
(ZM and Gregory schemes) cases mentioned above. The
continuous part of the precipitation spectra in MRI has
a peak near 1 cpd, while it is at around 0.2 cpd in FUB.
Among these three models, the overall power in
ECHAM is largest. Interestingly, the spectral shape
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FIG. 2. Mean precipitation (mm day21) for each model over the DJF period (or over a 60-day period for AGCM). (bottom) Climatology
data from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project over 1987–99 for DJF.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for zonal mean.

looks like that which would be obtained by adding the
powers in MRI and FUB.

The large overall difference in the spectra among the
models indicates that the variance of precipitation,
which is obtained by integrating the spectra, differs by
more than one order of magnitude. This difference is,
of course, much larger than that in mean tropical pre-
cipitation among the models. This indicates that the dif-
ference in variance is primarily due to the difference in
intermittency; the variance with respect to time is small
(large) if precipitation is continuous (intermittent) when
the time-averaged precipitation is about the same [see
Horinouchi (2002, hereafter H2002) for more detailed
discussion on this issue]. Therefore, the small variance
with the ZM scheme, for example, arises because the
modeled precipitation is less variable with time than
that with the MCA scheme.

In Fig. 4 (middle and right panels) the zonal wave-
number-frequency distribution is shown of the vertical
component of the Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux averaged be-
tween 108N and 108S. Its vertical component and its
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FIG. 4. (left) Two-dimensional, zonal wavenumber-frequency spectra of precipitation rate (m 2 s22 5 1.34 3 10216 mm2 day22); (middle)
F̃ (z) at levels near 65 hPa (Pa); (right) F̃ (z) (Pa) at levels near 1 hPa. Seven models were selected for conciseness. The spectra were calculated
at each latitude, averaged afterward between 108S and 108N, and plotted in the energy-content form after smoothing (see appendix A).
Calculations are made from the data over the DJF period for the left and middle panels, but only the data over Dec and Jan are used for
the right panels (because the mean wind changes fast at the stratopause level due to the SAO). Color levels are set logarithmically. Dotted
lines show zonal phase velocities. Thick solid lines in the middle and right panels show the time-averaged zonal mean zonal wind at the
levels. Shading with thin solid lines at the right panels are made between its maximum and minimum of the mean wind over the height
ranges between 100 hPa and the levels shown.
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FIG. 5. (a) Frequency (cpd) spectra of precipitation (m2 s22 day; not in the energy-content form). The calculation is made for the entire
3-month period (2 months for AGCM), but the spectra are shown only above 0.05 cpd. (b) Observational estimates of precipitation spectra.
Dotted lines with a slope of 21 are drawn in order to facilitate to see how the spectra would look like if they were plotted in the energy-
content form. Dashed lines having slopes of 23 and 25/3 are drawn just for reference.

zonal wavenumber-frequency distribution are referred
to as F (z)(y, z) and F̃ (z)(v, s, y, z), the latter being defined
by Eq. (A2). Negative (positive) values indicate upward
group propagation for waves that propagate eastward
(westward) with respect to the mean flow, which is
shown by the thick solid lines. The shaded region in
each panel on the right-hand side of Fig. 4 indicates
that there is a critical level between 100 and 1 hPa for
a wave whose wavenumber and frequency are in it.

Slightly above the tropopause (middle column in Fig.
4), the sign of F̃ (z) is predominantly negative (positive)
for eastward (westward) moving components, indicating
the dominance of upward group propagation. Excep-
tionally, westward-moving semidiurnal tides with | s |
# 3 exhibit downward group propagation in most mod-
els, presumably because this level is below the maxi-
mum of ozone heating. Also, in some models, especially
ECHAM, F̃ (z) shows positive values for eastward-mov-
ing, synoptic-scale, and slow phase-speed (less than 20
m s21) components, which seems to suggest downward
propagation. However, this is due to synoptic-scale
Rossby waves from higher latitudes, whose group prop-
agation is predominantly equatorward and slightly up-

ward (not shown). Their apparent eastward intrinsic
propagation can at least partly be explained by longi-
tudinal variation of background zonal wind (Horinouchi
et al. 2000).

As seen in Fig. 4, there are large differences in the
magnitude of F̃ (z) among the models, which clearly re-
flect the differences in the precipitation spectra. The
main exceptions to this are the signature of Rossby
waves in the lower stratosphere (middle panels) and in
wavenumber-frequency ranges in which critical levels
exist for the stratopause cases (shaded region in right
panels). The good correspondence between the precip-
itation spectra and F̃ (z) continues to higher altitudes in
the mesosphere (not shown).

Since the differences of the power of precipitation
are explained mainly by the cumulus parameterization
methods, we can conclude that the choice of the cumulus
parameterization profoundly affects the generation of
vertically propagating waves in the models. Note, how-
ever, that the power of precipitation is not uniformly
‘‘projected’’ onto the vertically propagating waves, as
shown by Salby and Garcia (1987). For example, F̃ (z)

is small for small zonal phase velocities. Also, there are
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TABLE 4. |F (z)| averaged between 108N and 108S at a level close to
65 hPa for various frequency ranges (1023 Pa). Also shown are ob-
servational estimates taken from SD97 and HV01. Note that com-
parison with the observational estimates is limited.

v (cpd) 0.33–0.97 0.97–1.03 1.03–3.3

MRI
FUB
ECHAM
MACCM
CMAM
FVCCM
UKMO

0.10
0.16
0.20
0.032
0.096
0.0089
0.053

0.038
0.026
0.099
0.056
0.070
0.042
0.10

0.074
0.035
0.22
0.012
0.075
0.0056
0.022

SKYHI-LR
SKYHI-HR
AGCM
SD97
SD97 3 0.3
HV01

0.64
0.52
1.1
0.7;1.3
0.2;0.4

0.38
1.6
0.82

0.2

a number of factors that affect wave propagation, but
the fact that there is a clear correspondence between the
precipitation spectra and F̃ (z) throughout the middle at-
mosphere suggests the primary importance of convec-
tive parameterization.

c. Comparison with observations

Figure 5b shows the precipitation spectra derived
from observations. It shows spectra obtained by H2002
from two precipitation estimates during the intensive
observation period of the Tropical Oceans Global At-
mosphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Ex-
periment (TOGA COARE) conducted over the western
Pacific. One of the precipitation estimates is derived
from dual shipborne C-band radars, and the other is from
a geostationary satellite using the same method as in
Ricciardulli and Garcia (2000; hereafter RG2000) for
the period and area identical to the radar data. Also
shown in the figure is the precipitation spectrum derived
by RG2000 as an average over the entire equatorial
region between 158N and 158S.1 While both H2002
spectra are derived from precipitation averaged over 3
h and a 4 deg2 domain, the RG2000 spectrum is equiv-
alent to being derived from 3-hourly precipitation av-
eraged over 0.5 deg2 grid cells covering the Tropics.

To compare the observational results with the GCM
results in Fig. 5a, it may seem that RG2000’s result
should be used, since it covers the entire Tropics. How-
ever, the RG2000 result is a severe overestimate and
cannot be used for the present purpose because of the
following reasons:

• The horizontal resolution of precipitation, 0.5 deg2,
is much higher than the resolutions of GCMs. The
finer the resolution is, the larger the power is, since
the variability on smaller scales is accumulated. This
effect should be severe, especially at frequencies high-
er than 1 cpd.

• Even if adequate resolution is used, their algorithm
overestimates the power, as is evident in the difference
between the two H2002 spectra for the TOGA
COARE case.

For these reasons, the power of precipitation on the
typical resolutions of GCMs is expected to be close to
(or even smaller than) the H2002 spectrum from the
TOGA COARE radar data.

Although a large uncertainty exists regarding obser-
vationally valid values, comparison with the radar-based
spectrum suggests that, unlike the conclusions of
RG2000, the power obtained with the MCA scheme
(AGCM and SKYHI) is too large and that with the ZM
(CMAM and the CCMs) or the Gregory schemes

1 Since the spectrum shown in RG2000 was mistakenly multiplied
by a factor of 2 (Lucrezia Ricciardulli 2002, personal communica-
tion), it is halved. Then it is multiplied by a factor to convert the
units.

(UKMO) is too small (except for sharp tidal peaks). The
observational power is rather closer to that with the
Tiedtke/Nordeng (ECHAM) or the prognostic Arakawa–
Schubert scheme (MRI). More observational studies are
needed to evaluate the spectra with confidence.

The magnitude of F at around 65 hPa in GCMs is(z)

summarized in Table 4 by showing | F (z) | [ 2(z)F w

, where and represent decomposition of F (z)(z) (z) (z)F F Fe w e

onto contributions from westward- and eastward-mov-
ing disturbances, respectively. Also shown in the table
are observational estimates by Sato and Dunkerton
(1997, hereafter SD97) and Hertzog and Vial (2001,
hereafter HV01). The SD97 result is based on multiyear
operational radiosonde observation, while the HV01 re-
sult is based on data from a few balloons that floated
at roughly a constant pressure of 50 hPa. Since SD97
stated that the actual value could be 30% ; 70% of
their estimates, we added, in Table 4, the minimum case
by multiplying by a factor of 0.3. Since HV01 obtained
| F (z) | integrated between 1 and 24 cpd, the value in
Table 4 is reduced from the original by multiplying a
factor of 0.38 to convert in the integration between 1
and 3.3 cpd, the factor being derived by assuming the
spectral slope of 21 they obtained. The HV01 result
might be an underestimate, since their method does not
rigorously separate the eastward- and westward-moving
components. Also, it is derived from only a small num-
ber of data.

Although there are large uncertainties in these ob-
servational estimates, it is worth comparing the GCM
results with them. The results shown in Table 4 for
momentum flux are not inconsistent with what was sug-
gested with Fig. 5 for simulated precipitation, unless the
maximum value of SD97’s estimates should be used.
Namely, convective excitation in the models with the
MCA scheme is too strong, and that in the models with
the ZM and Gregory schemes is too weak.
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FIG. 6. Vertical distribution of kinetic energy (m2 s22) defined as u2 1 y 2 averaged between 108N and 108S for disturbances classified in
terms of s and v: westward-moving disturbances in total (thin solid lines), nonmigrating westward-moving diurnal tides defined by the
integration over s # 22 and 0.97 , v , 1.03 (dotted lines), migrating diurnal tides with s 5 21 and 0.97 , v , 1.03 (dashed–dotted
lines), eastward-moving disturbances in total (thick solid lines), eastward-moving disturbances including planetary-scale Kelvin waves with
11 # s # 13 and v , 0.3 cpd (thick-dashed lines), and eastward-moving nonmigrating diurnal tides with s $ 11 and 0.97 , v , 1.03
cpd (thin-dashed lines). Six models were selected for conciseness. The abscissae are shifted by three orders of magnitude between westward-
and eastward-moving disturbances.

d. Kelvin, gravity, and tidal waves

We present in this section the relative contributions
of different kinds of waves to energy and momentum
flux in the simulated equatorial middle atmospheres. It
is done by separating waves spectrally in the zonal
wavenumber-frequency space.

1) KELVIN WAVES

Figure 6 shows the kinetic energy of disturbances of
selected wavenumber-frequency ranges. It generally
grows with altitude, since it does not contain the density
factor. The energy of eastward-moving low-frequency
(up to 0.3 cpd), low-wavenumber (1 to 3) disturbances,

which include planetary-scale Kelvin waves, is between
one-third to one-half of the total energy of eastward-
moving disturbances in the stratosphere of many mod-
els. The ratio is generally smaller in the mesosphere
than in the stratosphere. The contribution of these dis-
turbances is much smaller in F (z) than in the kinetic
energy throughout the middle atmosphere, as shown in
Fig. 7. For most altitudes, it is 10% or less in models
other than MACCM and FVCCM, in which the ratio is
about one-half or less. Therefore, the momentum trans-
fer due to Kelvin waves is far from dominant in most
models. The contrast between the ratio in terms of ki-
netic energy and F (z) is explained as follows: since the
spectra of vertical wind, used to derive F (z) , are shal-
lower with respect to frequency and horizontal wave-
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for F (z) (Pa).

number than those of horizontal wind, the contribution
of synoptic- or smaller-scale waves are more pro-
nounced in F (z) than in the energy.

Figure 8 shows the wavenumber distribution of F (z)

for various frequency ranges at around 65 hPa. The s
5 11 component in the upper-left panel includes the
classical Kelvin waves with periods from 10 to 20 days
observed dominantly in the lower stratosphere and the
‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘ultrafast’’ Kelvin waves that are observed
in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere. From the fig-
ure, it is clear that the s 5 1 Kelvin waves carry only
a very small fraction of the total momentum flux in all
models in the lower stratosphere. This is also the case
for the upper stratosphere and the lower mesosphere.

2) TIDES

As indicated by the two-dimensional spectra of pre-
cipitation and momentum flux (Fig. 4), there is a clear
correspondence between F (z) due to nonmigrating di-

urnal tides and the power of the diurnal component of
precipitation. This result indicates that a significant frac-
tion of the nonmigrating tides in the equatorial strato-
sphere, which should predominantly have the form of
gravity waves, is due to convective heating, as suggested
by previous studies. Figure 6 shows that in all models,
the kinetic energy of eastward-moving nonmigrating
tides is smaller than that of the planetary-scale distur-
bances including Kelvin waves in the stratosphere,
which is also the case for the lower mesosphere in many
models. On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 7, the mo-
mentum transport by the eastward-moving nonmigrating
tides is larger than that by planetary-scale Kelvin waves
above the lower stratosphere in most models.

In many models, the kinetic energy of westward-mov-
ing nonmigrating tides is comparable to or even larger
than that of the migrating tides for a larger range of
altitudes (Fig. 6). The energies of the s 5 22 tide in
four models (MRI, FUB, MACCM, and CMAM) are
comparable with or slightly larger than that obtained by
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FIG. 8. Zonal wavenumber distribution of F (z) (Pa) at a level close to 65 hPa for each model, which is obtained by integrating the space–
time spectra with respect to v from (upper left) 0.1 to 0.3 cpd, (upper right) 0.3 to 0.97 cpd, (lower left) 0.97 to 1.03 cpd, and (lower right)
1.03 to 4 cpd. Only positive (negative) values are shown for westward-moving (eastward-moving) disturbances. Because the lower-left panel
is intended to show the contribution of the diurnal tides to F (z), models without the diurnal cycle are excluded.

Hagan et al. (1997) from satellite-observed brightness
temperature data, using a method similar to that of
RG2000. The magnitude of F (z) associated with the
westward-moving nonmigrating tides is larger than that
of the migrating tides in the lower stratosphere in all
models (Fig. 7).

The diurnal tidal component of F (z) (lower-left panel
of Fig. 8) has sharp peaks at westward s 5 25 and
eastward s 5 13 at 65 hPa in most models that have
the solar diurnal cycle. This result is consistent with
earlier studies (see section 1) and is explained by the
significant wavenumber-4 component of land–sea dis-
tribution (i.e., s 5 21 6 4; Tokioka and Yagai 1987).
The diurnal signals of cumulus convection in the mod-
els are strong over the African and South American

continents, and partly over the Maritime Continent.
The former two are separated roughly by 908, which
corresponds to | s | 5 4. In FUB, the s 5 13 peak
does not exist, and the peak at s 5 25 is weak, most
likely because of the weak precipitation over South
America (see Fig. 2). The s 5 13 peak is also absent
in ECHAM.

3) GRAVITY WAVES

The summation of F (z) attributed to the eastward-mov-
ing waves discussed above (the nonmigrating tides and
planetary-scale Kelvin waves) explains only a small
portion of the total F (z) due to eastward-moving distur-
bances except for the models with the ZM scheme. The
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remaining should mostly be attributed to nontidal grav-
ity waves (including synoptic- or smaller-scale Kelvin
waves). Nontidal westward-propagating gravity waves
are also significant in the lower stratosphere of many
models.

The wavenumber distribution of F (z) of subdiurnal-
frequency disturbances (upper-right panel of Fig. 8) in
the lower stratosphere have spectral slopes roughly close
to 21 between s 5 5 and 20 for eastward-moving com-
ponents in many models. This is also the case at the
stratospause level (not shown). The slope of 21 indi-
cates an equal partitioning along (logarithmically
scaled) wavenumber. The slope is similar for westward-
moving components in the lower stratosphere, but wave
elimination due to the mean easterly winds distorts it
around the stratospause (not shown). Accordingly, F (z)

above the upper stratosphere is dominated by tides.
Disturbances with superdiurnal frequencies (lower-

right panel of Fig. 8) consist mostly of gravity waves
including semidiurnal and higher-frequency tides. Most
of the momentum flux at 65 hPa is carried by waves
with wavenumbers higher than 10. High-wavenumber
components are especially significant in ECHAM,
AGCM, and SKYHI, in which F (z) is relatively large.

4) LATERALLY VERSUS VERTICALLY PROPAGATING

WAVES

Unlike F (z) , the kinetic energy of the whole westward-
moving tides explains only a small portion of the kinetic
energy of the whole westward-moving disturbances in
all models. This is because a large portion of the kinetic
energy is attributed to laterally propagating planetary
waves (not shown). The contribution from vertically
propagating waves in the kinetic energy increases with
altitude, and it is dominant in the mesosphere in most
cases. Typically, both planetary and gravity waves con-
tribute significantly to the kinetic energy around the
stratosphere.

e. Driving force of the SAO

Here, we investigate the SAO in the GCMs by ex-
amining the forcing from resolved waves. Note that in
the models with nonorographic gravity wave parame-
terizations (ECHAM, UKMO, and MACCM) the forc-
ing can also come from the parameterizations.

Figure 9 shows contributions from various wavenum-
ber-frequency ranges of disturbances to the EP flux di-
vergence over the latter half of January and the whole
of February. At this time of year, westerly winds appear
in the lower mesosphere and descend gradually to the
upper stratosphere in observations (e.g., Garcia et al.
1997), with an maximum tendency of about 1 m s21

day21. However, because of the easterly forcing due to
the meridional circulation, the westerly eddy momentum
deposition required is much larger than this value and

may be as large as 4 m s21 day21, as seen in the sim-
ulation by Sassi and Garcia (1997).

The EP flux divergence in half of the models (FUB,
ECHAM, CMAM, and SKYHI-LR) shows positive
peaks of 3 m s21 day21 or larger in the lower mesosphere
(Fig. 9). However, planetary-scale Kelvin waves con-
tribute only small fractions in all of them. In particular,
the s 5 1 Kelvin waves are negligible. From this result,
it is clear why Amodei et al. (2001) found no relation-
ship between s 5 1 Kelvin waves and the SAO in
GCMs.

The waves contributing most to the westerly accel-
eration in the lower mesosphere differ among the four
models (FUB, ECHAM, CMAM, and SKYHI-LR). In
FUB, synoptic-scale disturbances (s $ 4 and v , 0.97)
dominate, with a secondary contribution from plane-
tary-scale disturbances (1 # s # 3 and v , 0.3). In
the other three models, there are significant contribu-
tions from disturbances with diurnal or higher frequen-
cies as well as those with subdiurnal frequencies. In
CMAM, the contribution from eastward-moving non-
migrating tides is the second largest, while in ECHAM
it is minor and comparable to that from planetary-scale
disturbances. The SAOs in FUB and SKYHI-LR were
analyzed by Müller et al. (1997) and Hamilton and
Mahlman (1988), respectively. Despite differences in
analysis methods and periods, the results obtained here
are roughly consistent with those studies. Medvedev and
Klaassen (2001) obtained realistic stratopause and me-
sospheric SAOs using the CMAM with an additional
nonorographic gravity wave parameterization. The stra-
topause SAO in their simulation was driven primarily
by resolved waves, and the EP flux divergence they
obtained is consistent with Fig. 9. Their mesospheric
SAO, on the other hand, is driven primarily by the non-
orographic wave parameterization, which is absent in
the CMAM studied here.

The EP flux divergence in MACCM, FVCCM, and
UKMO does not show positive values in the lower me-
sosphere, suggesting that the westerly phases of the
SAOs in MACCM and UKMO are driven mainly by
parameterized gravity waves (Scaife et al. 2002 also
showed it for UKMO). The peak EP flux divergence in
MRI has a similar magnitude to that in the four models
discussed earlier, but it is in the upper mesosphere, and
the SAO is very weak (Fig. 1). From comparison with
FUB, it appears that the reason why MRI has only a
very weak SAO is at least partly because F̃ (z) is weak
for frequencies lower than 1 cpd.

The results obtained here are consistent with the stud-
ies that suggested that the role of planetary-scale Kelvin
waves is minor in the SAO (section 1). In contrast, Sassi
and Garcia (1997) reported that about half of the west-
erly forcing is attributed to planetary-scale waves. How-
ever, they used an idealized simulation in which waves
are forced using a somewhat ad hoc ‘‘guidance’’ from
observation, which may not necessarily be valid. The
relative importance of resolved and unresolved waves
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FIG. 9. EP flux divergence and the tendency of zonal wind averaged between 108N and 108S over the latter half of the DJF period (m s21

day21). The tendency is shown by thick-dashed lines, and the total divergence is shown by thin solid lines. Also shown are contributions
to the divergence from various wavenumber-frequency ranges of eastward-moving disturbances: 1.03 , v # 3 cpd (thin-dotted lines;
subdiurnal gravity waves), 0.97 , v , 1.03 cpd (thick-dotted lines; nonmigrating diurnal tides), s 5 1 to 3 and v , 0.3 cpd (thick-dashed
lines; including planetary-scale Kelvin waves), s 5 1 and v , 0.2 (thin-dashed lines; including s 5 1 Kelvin waves), and s $ 4 and v ,
0.9 (synoptic-scale gravity waves).

in the SAO driving differs among the models, and what
is the most realistic partitioning is difficult to judge.

4. Conclusions

Resolved waves in the equatorial middle atmosphere
of nine GCMs were investigated in this study by using
space–time Fourier analyses. Precipitation was exam-
ined as a proxy to the diabatic forcing of the waves. It
was revealed that the overall variability of precipitation
differs by more than one order of magnitude among
models. The spectral shapes also have a large difference.
The difference can mostly be explained by the use of
different convective parameterizations. The classical

MCA scheme produces the largest variability, while the
ZM and Gregory schemes produce the smallest vari-
ability, although they simulate a significant diurnal cycle
in the precipitation over land. In addition to sharp peaks
at the diurnal frequency and its higher harmonics, each
cumulus parameterization produces broad spectral peaks
at different frequencies (for instance at around 0.1 cpd
with the ZM scheme).

The fluctuating component of the cumulus convection
dominates the generation of resolved waves that prop-
agate into the equatorial middle atmosphere of the
GCMs. In each model there is a remarkable correspon-
dence between the space–time spectra of precipitation
and lower stratospheric wave momentum flux. The cor-
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respondence is clear even throughout the middle at-
mosphere, except for waves that experience critical lev-
els at lower altitudes. Since the spectra of precipitation
are dominated by cumulus parameterization, we can
conclude that the choice of cumulus parameterization
has a profound impact on the vertically propagating
waves in the equatorial middle atmosphere. Although
the characteristics of cumulus parameterizations regard-
ing wave excitation are of secondary importance in the
modeling of tropospheric climate, this study suggests
that they are very important to model the middle at-
mosphere climate. Note, however, that there are other
factors that are important, especially regarding the prop-
agation of the waves, as has been shown in past studies.
For instance, vertical resolution is important both di-
rectly through its capability of resolving waves (Boville
and Randel 1992) and indirectly by modifying environ-
mental conditions (Nissen et al. 2000).

Although few observations exist for comparable anal-
yses, it was suggested that the models with intermediate
power in precipitation (ECHAM and MRI) may be the
most realistic. Comparisons with observational esti-
mates of F (z) , which are very uncertain, yield a similar
conclusion. The large overestimate of power in RG2000
led to the contradictory conclusion that the cumulus
schemes that produce the largest power are most real-
istic, which is likely to be misleading.

Given that only models with the MCA scheme, which
produced the highest precipitation variability, have sim-
ulated the QBO without gravity wave parameterization,
the QBO in the atmosphere probably owes its forcing
partly to subgrid-scale (or meso-scale) gravity waves.
It is indicative that Giorgetta et al. (2002) showed that
a newer version of the ECHAM model, which uses the
same cumulus parameterization as the one investigated
here, simulated a realistic QBO, which was driven
roughly equally by resolved and parameterized waves.

In most models, planetary-scale eastward-moving
disturbances including Kelvin waves account for one-
third to one-half of the total kinetic energy of eastward-
moving disturbances in the stratosphere. As for F (z) ,
however, the contribution of these disturbances is less
than 10% in most cases. Parameterized cumulus con-
vection excites nonmigrating tides with broad range of
zonal wavenumber. Although the kinetic energy asso-
ciated with nonmigrating tides accounts for only a small
fraction of the total kinetic energy, in most models F (z)

associated with eastward-moving nonmigrating tides is
larger than that associated with planetary-scale Kelvin
waves above 10 hPa, whose possibility has not been
argued in literature. In terms of momentum transport,
however, the most significant are nontidal gravity waves
in most models. These waves are also the biggest con-
tributors to kinetic energy in the mesosphere. The waves
contributing to the driving of the simulated SAO are
found to differ among models. However, in all models
the role of planetary-scale Kelvin waves is fairly small.
In particular, the contribution of the s 5 1 ultrafast

Kelvin wave is negligible. The SAO is driven mainly
by gravity waves with periods less than 3 days (espe-
cially less than 1 day in many cases) and/or parame-
terized nonorographic gravity waves.

The present study has focused on comparison between
several free-running models under conditions that are
similar but not identical. It could be argued that this
approach does not provide a controlled environment for
the assessment of impacts of any particular parameter-
ization. An ideal experimental framework for such study
could be to run a single model under multiple realiza-
tions, each using a different cumulus parameterization
scheme. While this would clearly allow controlled ex-
periments, an additional consideration is the degree of
feedback between different components of the climate
system and their representation in models. Replacing a
major component of the atmospheric system has con-
siderable impacts on the simulated climate. Despite the
lack of absolute rigor, the choice of using a well-vali-
dated ensemble of models for this type of experiment
is therefore valid.

The present study has quantified resolved waves in
various middle atmospheric GCMs, mainly in terms of
the momentum flux. However, the comparison with ob-
servations is not thorough because of the limited cov-
erage of observation and the difficulty in measuring
vertical winds. More observations are needed to further
assess GCMs and improve their physical basis.
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APPENDIX A

Spectral Calculation

The spectra shown in this paper were first calculated
two-dimensionally with respect to zonal wavenumber s
and frequency v by using the fast Fourier transform
after subtracting mean values and applying a tapering
with respect to time. They are one-sided with frequency
so that a power spectrum P(s, v) of a quantity q(l, t)
is normalized to satisfy

2p t 1T N /2 j0 max1
2|q | dt dl 5 P(s, v )Dv,O OE E j2pT s52N /2 j500 t0

(A1)
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where t is time, l is longitude (in radians), T is the
period of the data, Dv [ 1/T (in cpd in this study), t0

is the start time, s is zonal wavenumber, v is frequency,
and N is the number of grid points with longitude. When
the spectrum is shown in the ‘‘energy-content’’ form
(Fig. 4), it is multiplied by s and v, so its units become
equal to that of | q2 | . Note that the energy-content form
is desirable to assess the relative importance of different
wavenumber and/or frequency ranges. This is because
it is practical to compare wavenumber-frequency ranges
in a logarithmic interval such as s 5 1 through 3 versus
s 5 100 through 300, not versus s 5 101 to 103.

The zonal wavenumber-frequency distribution of the
vertical component of the EP flux, F̃ (z)(s, v), is calcu-
lated from cross spectra as

(s)F̃ (s, v) [ ar cosf Re[Zŷ(s, v)û*(s, v)0

2 û(s, v)ŵ*(s, v)],
21 21Z [ [ f 2 (a cosf) (u cosf) ]u . (A2)f z

Here, an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate; û, ,ŷ
ŵ, and are the Fourier coefficients of zonal, meridionalû
and vertical velocities, and potential temperature; f is
latitude; f is the Coriolis parameter; a is the earth’s
radius; and a is the normalization constant for squared
absolute values of Fourier coefficients [so as to satisfy
Eq. (A1)]. The mean potential temperature and zonalu
wind are obtained by zonally and temporally aver-u
aging them over the period used for the spectral
calculation. The log-pressure density r0 is defined by
rsp/ps, where p is pressure; rs and ps are constant ref-
erence density and pressure, respectively; and rs/ps is
set to be 1025 s2 m22.

For line and two-dimensional plotting, spectra were
smoothed by applying several passages of a 1-2-1
smoothing filter. The number of passages is greater for
larger wavenumbers and frequencies. The filtering is
only to improve presentation, so it is not applied, for
example, with frequency when the spectra were divided
in terms of frequency ranges as in Fig. 8.

APPENDIX B

Discussion on Cumulus Parameterization

We discuss here the cumulus parameterizations used
in the models investigated in this study in terms of wave
excitation. Table B1 summarizes the parameterizations.
Many of them are mass flux schemes whose closure are
based on convective available potential energy (CAPE),
or the cloud work function, which is interpreted as a
generalized CAPE. Exceptionally, the Gregory scheme
in the UKMO model uses the buoyancy of a parcel at
one level above the cloud base in which the parcel orig-
inates; convection is initiated if it is buoyant. In most
of the CAPE-based mass flux schemes (ZM and Ar-
akawa–Schubert schemes) deep convection is initiated,
or ‘‘triggered,’’ if CAPE is positive so as to realize quasi

equilibrium. Unlike the original Tiedtke (1989) scheme,
the Tiedtke/Nordeng scheme used in ECHAM is closed
by CAPE (Nordeng 1994). In addition, it requires a
positive large-scale moisture supply to initiate the deep
convection, as in the original scheme and the Kuo
scheme. All of the mass flux schemes examined here
have parameterized convective downdraft. Some of the
schemes include parameterizations of shallow or mid-
level convection (see the table). The ZM scheme sup-
ports only deep convection, but in the CCMs, the Hack
(1994) scheme is applied after the ZM scheme in order
to cover midlevel convection, while the CMAM does
not have such a scheme. All the models have large-scale
condensation, which removes grid-scale supersatura-
tion.

As has been shown in this study as well as in RG2000,
the temporal variability of cumulus convection pro-
duced by the ZM scheme is fairly small. Guang and
Guo (2001) attributed this to the lack of a mechanism
to inhibit convection (deep convection is initiated when-
ever CAPE is positive). Then, the result that the Tiedtke/
Nordeng scheme produced relatively large variability
may be explained by its requirement of positive large-
scale moisture supply, which works to inhibit (or, con-
versely, trigger) convection. We can further speculate
that the similarity in the precipitation spectra in FUB
and ECHAM (see Fig. 4) may be due to the similarity
in this mechanism. It is not clear why the Arakawa–
Schubert scheme produced slightly larger variability
than the ZM scheme. It is also noteworthy that the con-
tinuous peak with frequency is around 0.1 cpd with the
ZM scheme, while it is around 1 cpd with the Arakawa–
Schubert scheme. These differences might be due to
differences in details of the cloud models employed. For
instance, Maloney and Hartmann (2001) suggested that
the treatment of convective downdraft impacts the sim-
ulation of Madden–Julian oscillation.

Although both CMAM and the CCMs use the ZM
scheme, the variability of precipitation is larger in the
CCMs than in CMAM. The difference might be because
only the CCMs have a parameterization of midlevel
convection. Also, there is a difference in the value of
a tunable parameter between the two models, which
might affect the variability (J. Scinocca 2001, personal
communication; the relaxation time of CAPE is different
in the two). In UKMO, which use the Gregory scheme,
the power of precipitation is as small as that produced
by the ZM scheme, but it is enhanced significantly at
high frequencies greater than 1.5 cpd (see Fig. 5). This
is not attributed to aliasing, since the data were averaged
over the 3-h time interval. It might rather be explained
by the closure of the scheme mentioned above.

The MCA scheme has a tunable parameter on the
relative humidity toward which the adjustment is con-
ducted. The original formulation by Manabe et al.
(1965) corresponds to setting the parameter, say g, equal
to 1 (100%). By using a single-column test, Krishna-
murti et al. (1980) showed that MCA with g 5 1 pro-
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TABLE B1. Summary of cumulus parameterizations in the models with a focus on deep convection. For shallow and midlevel convection
parameterizations, only their inclusion is recorded (third column). CWF and q represent the cloud work function and moisture, respectively.

Model Method
Shallow/
midlevel

Mass
flux? Closure Trigger

MRI
FUB
ECHAM
UKMO
CMAM
FVCCM/MACCM
SKYHI
AGCM

Prognostic Arakawa–Schubert
Kuo
Tiedtke
Gregory
ZM
ZM
MCA
MCA

Included
Tiedtke (1988)
Included
Included
None
Hack (1994)
None
None

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

CWF
q supply
CAPE
(See the text)
CAPE
CAPE
Stability
Stability

CWF . 0
q supply . 0
q supply . 0 etc.
(See the text)
CAPE . 0
CAPE . 0
Gm & 0
Gm & 0

duced too much precipitation, with a mean precipitation
closest to observations with g 5 0.82. They also showed
that the Kuo scheme (with similar configuration to that
used in FUB) reproduced observational precipitation
much better than MCA with g 5 0.82, but no difference
in the variance of precipitation can be inferred from
their figures. The values of g used in the two models
with the MCA scheme is 0.85 in the SKYHI models
and 0.99 in AGCM. Contrary to the single-column re-
sults, even SKYHI produced the variability of precip-
itation much larger than that in FUB, while the differ-
ence between SKYHI and AGCM is small. This indi-
cates a limitation of single-column experiments in which
cumulus convection does not interact with large-scale
dynamics. The precipitation obtained with MCA
schemes in free-running models is dominated by grid-
scale pulses in the Tropics, which is not necessarily
realistic.
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